Abstract. The article anteeo, written by Wilhelm Bannier, was published in the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae (TLL) in 1901. This entry has been rewritten according to contemporary standards at the institute and edited at each step in the process by editors currently at TLL. In comparing the two versions, I discuss differences between anteeo 1901 and 2007 in matters such as methods of data retrieval, rates of composition, levels of accuracy, and editorial policies. The article evaluates both the pros and cons of developments at Munich, while also serving as a primer on how to "read" a TLL article.
the archive contains, with a few exceptions, only excerpted material. 1 These excerpts primarily record either neologisms or words that have undergone significant semantic broadening since the second century. The original slips have been consistently supplemented by addenda, so that they now number over ten million. 2 Any benefits accrued from putting this amount of data on computer would not, it is argued, justify the massive labor required.
In contrast with this outmoded method of data storage, the scholarly approach promoted at TLL has undergone constant reevaluation since 1900. The intervening century has not only witnessed greater quality control and an adoption of increasingly sophisticated lexicographic techniques, but it has also fostered a heightened sensitivity to readerfriendliness. In order to outline this development through particular examples, I have rewritten according to contemporary standards, and with assistance from the TLL staff in Munich, the article on anteeo, originally written by Wilhelm Bannier and appearing in 1901, the second year of the lexicon's publication.
3 I use the word "article" deliberately, since an appreciation of the connotations of this word is in part what I intend to foster through the following exposition. Each entry in the lexicon is a work of scholarship in its own right, involving the selection, organization, and interpretation of the material by an individual scholar whose efforts are then vetted by a trained team of editors. At the same time, and as the author's name given at the end of each entry in the lexicon advertises, a TLL entry necessarily imposes on a once organic word a subjective form of organization within which is fitted (and sometimes repressed) the relevant ancient evidence. My remarks therefore will include a consideration of the tensions between these individually crafted contributions and the apparently monolithic project of which they form a part.
The verb anteire has a basic meaning-"to go ahead of, to surpass"-that describes auspiciously the diachronic development of TLL. In what follows I should like to delineate the principal features of this development and, in so doing, describe the ways in which TLL has worked 1 Exceptions include Augustine's De civitate Dei, the Vulgate, and Justinian's Digest, all of which were fully excerpted. A full list is given at Praemonenda 1990, 28, n. 1. 2 For a convenient overview in English of the TLL's history and methodology, see Praemonenda 1990 , 25-34. Flury 1995 offers an authoritative account of the various transformations in working methods adopted at TLL over the course of the twentieth century; Bögel 1996 provides a personal memoir of the project's early decades.
3 I owe the idea for this approach to Peter Flury; Flury 1987, 8-15 , compares the two published lemmata antecedo (1900) and praecedo (1983). to define itself as the ultimate authority on classical Latin usage while at the same time balancing this status with its assertion that the Thesaurus article "cannot and is not intended to be definitive" (Praemonenda 1990, 31) . I shall conclude by giving examples of how this progress is countered by an increase in the difficulty that the lexicon presents for users who approach it for the first time. The TLL's language, like any language, must be learned, and the development of its own lexicographic shorthand can tend to render the text intimidating and bewildering to the uninitiated. Three principal criteria govern the choice of anteeo for this exercise: (1) a verb provides a more comprehensive demonstration of the developing lexicographical principles in Munich than would another part of speech; (2) the number of extant occurrences of the lemma is large enough to demonstrate this development, but small enough for a reader to understand readily the verb's range of meanings; (3) anteeo allows comparison with the recently published article on the verb's approximate synonym, praeeo.
The article in appendix C labeled "Anteeo 2007 as Rewritten" was composed in accordance with contemporary practice in Munich. Like Bannier a century earlier, I began work with a review of all the slips (Zettel) for the lemma that are stored in the Thesaurus archive. For Bannier, the slips normally constituted the sole source of information. In 2007, however, with the assistance of the second edition of the Index (1990) , an author is also expected to consult the most recent authoritative editions and commentaries for each passage found in the material. Since these editions and commentaries normally exploit TLL in interpreting the original Latin text, there is a slight risk of circularity involved in the procedure when, say, the context surrounding the lemma under consideration has been reconstructed with the assistance of earlier volumes of the lexicon.
4 And yet such a risk is balanced by the contributions that these same editors and commentators can offer, since they frequently take the opportunity to supplement, nuance, and correct TLL items already published.
After determining a range of meanings from the archival slips, the first step in writing involved constructing a skeletal framework (Disposition) of the projected article that grouped the material according to semantic and syntactical criteria. This framework was extensively critiqued and revised by my editor, Cornelis van Leijenhorst, in consultation with the Thesaurus's then Generalredaktor Peter Flury, to produce the Disposition displayed in appendix A (anteeo 2007). With this framework in place, I began the process of selecting for each section those passages in the archive that best displayed the range of usage found in the extant material. Concurrently, I began to gather information for the opening paragraph (Kopf) of the article (appendix C, lines 1-18; discussed below). The first full draft was again submitted to van Leijenhorst, whose comments called for extensive cutting and revision.
5 Dr. Flury then further edited the version that had been revised by van Leijenhorst, which included checking independently every ancient quotation that is projected to appear in print. Appendix C contains the final result. Only one significant step was omitted from the normal process of composition for articles published in the lexicon. Prior to submitting electronic versions to the publisher, completed articles are sent to specialists outside the TLL (Fahnenleser), who offer suggestions and make queries from the perspective of an educated user of the lexicon. By this stage, then, in addition to the author a minimum of three professional Latinists will have reviewed and assessed the article. Finally, after formal page proofs arrive at the institute, the original author, the editors responsible for the volume involved, and at least one other lexicographer from the team make a final check for accuracy, primarily in the conversion of the electronic files.
Such an elaborate system of checks and balances did not yet exist when Bannier sat down to compose the original version of anteeo. Most significantly, the authors of individual articles seem not to have had much regular contact with the TLL's sole editor at the time. 6 A clear indication of this independence can be found in a public lecture given in October 1903 by Friedrich Vollmer, first Generalredaktor of the TLL. Vollmer criticizes the practice of some of his Mitarbeiter for producing articles that contain an excessively elaborate system of division and subdivision, with the separate portions often either unlabeled or marked with imprecise designations such as nota (e.g., abdo [O. Hey] ). 7 Vollmer's criticism is indeed justified: a reader confronted with an article of this sort must spend a great deal of time trying to guess the ordering principle implied by the author. The lack of frequent communication between staff and editor that is indicated by Vollmer's comment becomes further clear from 5 Current policy at TLL prescribes that entries not surpass five times the size of the corresponding entry in Forcellini 1858-75, a limit that can be exceeded if the amount of material in the archives warrants it (100 slips  1 column of published text, 1 box of slips  10 columns; note, however, that these numbers do not increase proportionally, i.e., 10 boxes  100 columns).
6 For more on the work of early editors, see Flury 1995 , 41-42, 55-56. 7 Flury 1995 , from whose analysis of articles in the early volumes I draw much.
the account of the day-to-day workings at the institute given by Theodor Bögel, a Mitarbeiter contemporary with Bannier, as well as from the readily observable variety displayed by articles that appear alongside each other in the early volumes. One species of article demonstrates Vollmer's apparently preferred method, which consists principally of few and simple divisions into which the archival matter is dispersed in chronological order.
A particular example of this type is Vollmer's own article for the lemma aequor ("level plain"), where semantic differentiation moves little beyond the distinction between planities (a plain on land) and mare (the open sea). 8 Such articles, which provide only minimal assistance to a modern scholar equipped with digital databases, stand beside a second type that anticipates the various sorts of distinctions and sub-groupings that will be presented more systematically in later volumes (e.g., alo [A. Mess] ). The fact that workers could supplement their substandard pay-the equivalent of two-thirds the salary of a Hilfslehrer in a Prussian gymnasium-by receiving eight to ten Marks per published page offers additional grounds for suspecting why some articles betray more haste than others.
9
The systematic series of checks at the contemporary TLL has had, however, a predictably negative effect on rates of production. During the TLL's first four years of publication, Bannier wrote an annual average of sixty columns of text. 10 This figure is higher than the average number of columns annually edited by each of the current volume editors (Bandredaktoren). Put in other terms, Bannier's average annual output matches one-quarter of that expected from the approximately twenty staff members working at TLL today. It should further be noted that during this same period Bannier's activity was not limited to the composition of articles for the lexicon. He also acted as assistant administrator to the TLL's secretary, Oskar Hey, and he helped edit the first edition of the Thesaurus Index (1904).
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Another factor affecting rates of production is the ever-increasing availability of two related scholarly tools: first, computerized databases, in particular the CDs of Latin texts issued by the Packard Humanities 8 Additional examples at Flury 1995, 31, n. 4. 9 On wages, see Bögel 1996, 55-57 , with notes of Krömer and Flieger 1996 ("zu gering . . . , wenigstens für diejenigen, die nicht bei ihren Eltern wohnen, und alle diejenigen, die gehofft hatten, ohne Zuschuß von seiten ihrer Eltern auszukommen" [Bögel 1996, 55] ); on the allegation of lengthening articles to obtain a higher honorarium, see Bögel 1996, 60, with Krömer and Flieger 1996, 60, n. 1. 10 Bannier was hired at TLL in 1898, before collection of the archival material had begun, and remained in various capacities for thirty-six years (Hey 1996, 172) .
11 Administrator: Bögel 1996, 136, with Krömer and Flieger 1996, 136, n. 4 . Work on Index : Index 1904, i; Bögel 1996, 153. Institute (PHI) and by the Centre de Traitement Electronique des Documents (CETEDOC), 12 and second, the concordances that have become increasingly available, partly as a result of such databases. These new resources have helped shift an article's emphasis from Vollmer's preferred model-the primarily rote replication of data in the archives-to the arrangement and interpretation of those data in a manner that is both clear and, inasmuch as possible, objective.
In the following comparison between anteeo 1901 and anteeo 2007, I focus on those aspects that display change most dramatically: the accuracy of citation, the degree to which an article presents morphological and textual variants, and, perhaps most significantly, the subgrouping of material according to grammatical, syntactic, and/or semantic criteria. In addressing each topic, I shall make reference to three appendices, which themselves constitute the principal contribution of this article: ( I begin with the most mechanical as well as the most readily appreciated improvement. Dr. Peter Flury, editor-in-chief at TLL from 1974 to 2001, has compiled comparative statistics on the accuracy of citations and quotations in the lexicon (personal communication). In a sample drawn from the 1984 "P" volume (X 1 and X 2), he found that approximately every sixty-third citation contains some type of mistake, such as an incorrect reference to the work cited or an inaccurate quotation of the Latin text. Articles written in the 1930s contained errors in every seventeenth citation, that is, with almost four times greater frequency. Dr. Flury did not conduct such a study on the earliest volumes, but for the 137 textual references in the original anteeo (a sample smaller than that of Flury's study by about one-eighth), I have found twenty-three errors, an average of one for every sixth citation. From one error in six in 1901 to one in sixty-three in 1984 represents a significant improvement in quality control. And with the nearly universal use of word-processing at the institute and the recent capability for the dictionary's publisher to produce volumes directly from disk, one would expect an even higher degree of accuracy in those fascicles produced since 1984. It should also offer some sense of comfort to users of the recently released Electronic TLL that the digital transcription of Bannier's anteeo introduced only one new error to this number (nu for upsilon in a Greek citation at vol. II 147, 76). (Note: in all references to articles published in TLL, I follow the accepted convention; here, "volume II, page/column 147, line 76.") 13 Bannier's article also contains more serious inaccuracies. Despite the manifold obligations of its author, however, anteeo 1901 does not contain any of the egregious mistakes that have become a minor source of embarrassment in Munich. It is unlikely that the careful quality control currently practiced at TLL would allow the type of misreading found under the lemma contentus, where Valerius Flaccus's contenti vellere (8.178) is construed not as "contentus plus ablative" ("content with the fleece"), but as "contentus plus infinitive" ("content to pluck"; vol. IV 680, 23). One could also mention the misinterpretation of Hercules Oetaeus 851 to which Housman refers in his Manilius commentary.
14 In asking Jupiter to destroy her, Deianira cries "[me] pestem ut insolitam feri" ("strike [ feri] me, like an extraordinary curse"). The TLL has listed the passage not under the verb ferio, but as an example of the substantival use of the noun ferus (apparently "like the extraordinary curse of a wild animal"; vol. VI 1 606, 60).
In preparing the rewrite, I had access to more raw material than my predecessor. This new material derives from two basic sources: first, the addenda that have been collected on new slips since the original article appeared in print, cataloguing both overlooked occurrences of the lemma in primary texts and specialized discussions in the secondary literature; and second, searchable electronic databases and recently published concordances of individual authors and corpora. Among the addenda occurs a passage from Terence's Andria where anteire means "prevent." This passage predates by two centuries Bannier's earliest example for this meaning from the poet Grattius (appendix C, lines 112-13). It is possible to reconstruct the reasons for this omission. The original excerptor of Terence in the 1890s, following the 1884 Teubner edition of Karl Dziatzko, had recorded the lemma as two words in tmesis-ante eamus; as a result, the completed slip was filed under the simplex verb form eo, ire (with a separate slip filed under ante).
15 The oversight 13 A similar level of accuracy, using a larger range of data, is noted in the reviews of the third (Heslin 2006 ) and first editions (Lühken 2003) . K. G. Saur Verlag made no attempt during the digitizing process to correct preexisting errors in the printed edition.
14 Housman 1937, 10 (ad Manil. 5.77 lay undetected until Hans Rubenbauer began work on eo, ire over thirty years later, whereupon the slip was duly re-filed among the addenda for anteeo. It was among these addenda that I first found a reference to Terence Andria 556. Although Bannier was not involved in the production and filing of the original slip from Terence, he nevertheless should take some responsibility for the omission. Not only does Forcellini's Totius Latinitatis Lexicon cite the Terence passage s.v., but both Georges and Klotz-the standard German lexica of the day-do so as well, as does Nettleship 1889, to whose discussion Bannier had a reference among the original slips. And, incidentally, contrary to what one might expect, the computer age would not have saved Bannier. If someone today were to search the PHI disk under the letter sequence A-N-T-E-E, this Terence passage would remain hidden, since anteeamus continues to be printed with a word break in the standard modern editions.
In addition to this citation from Terence's Andria, other material found in the addenda has been incorporated into anteeo 2007. A passage from Ausonius, for example, offers an exception to Bannier's statement that the second and third syllables of anteeo are always contracted in the poets (appendix B, pp. 147, lines 48-49: apud poetas semper per synaloepham legendum est. The restatement can be found in appendix C, lines 13-15, under the rubric de prosodia). In other places the addenda for anteeo simply supplement examples of meanings already found in the original material. The number of addenda to anteeo available to me, however, would be significantly smaller than that for, say, a word beginning with the letter "T," a letter for which articles have not yet been written and whose lemmata are, consequently, supplemented more methodically than those that have already appeared in print.
Lexicographically significant uses of anteeo from the second to sixth centuries C.e. could, therefore, still lie hidden. It is at this point that I depart from Bannier's methodology to turn to digital resources. As it turns out, technological advances in information retrieval had little impact on rewriting anteeo in the twenty-first century. A search of the PHI disk yielded no new material for the period up to Apuleius, the period for which the Thesaurus archive claims completeness. This search did find two later passages-from Gellius (1.1.3) and Servius (ecl. praef. 1. 83)-that were not in the archival material. Neither passage proved to be lexicographically significant, a result that one might be tempted to attribute to chance; but it is equally legitimate to credit the apparent comprehensiveness of the archive to the labors of both those scholars who excerpted the material from the third through sixth centuries and those who have compiled addenda since the article appeared in print. Hence the results of searching the PHI database strengthen a user's confidence that even an early Thesaurus entry will contain the most important extant evidence available for obtaining a complete understanding of the lemma.
The far more expansive CLCLT database provides additional support for this claim. A search for occurrences of forms of anteeo within the category of texts searchable in CLCLT for the period up to 500 C.e. yields approximately sixty hits, of which twenty-two are not in the archival material. Of these twenty-two instances, nearly all correspond to the earliest and most commonly attested meaning of the verb-"to excel in some quality." Only one passage would merit inclusion in the rewritten piece, an excerpt from Calcidius's Latin commentary on Plato's Timaeus from the late fourth or early fifth century: decem et octo numerus sex numerum triplo anteit (46 p. 96, 11: "the number eighteen exceeds the number six by threefold"). The context also offers praecellit as a clear synonym for the lemma (anteeo 2007, line 36 offers the same juxtaposition of synonyms). Were this passage to be included in the article, it would fall in section IA1b, where there is currently no precise parallel for the verb anteeo taking the accusative in describing how something is superior in quantity (but cf. line 91, with a parallel sense but not syntax, or the analogous lines 39-41). The presence of approximate parallels such as these ensure that a reader encountering this Calcidius passage could readily construe its sense from the TLL entry even if the passage is not included in the article.
It is clear from the remarks thus far that the major advances at the Thesaurus since 1901 do not proceed from the writers of articles having access to a larger database. Nor do the higher standards in quality control, as impressive as they are, mark the most significant improvement. Rather, the contemporary user of TLL benefits most from the increasingly sophisticated lexicographical methods that have been adopted in Munich over the past hundred years. Starting from the old and new versions of anteeo given in appendices B and C, I shall now discuss three separate areas in which these developments manifest themselves. The areas include: first, the preliminary paragraph preceding the body of the Thesaurus article; second, the skeletal framework in which the primary material is presented; and third, the parenthetical remarks one finds in the article itself.
An immediate difference becomes clear before the reader even reaches the lemma. Introducing anteeo 2007 is a symbol resembling an asterisk-the so-called Zigarre ("cigar"). This symbol, initiated with the "C" volume, indicates that the subsequent article contains only a selection of the occurrences of the lemma found in the Thesaurus archive. While Bannier did include most of the material that had been collected by the time of composition, he did not include all; nowhere, however, does his article reveal that the passages given represent only a selection of those known to him. Anteeo 2007, by contrast, makes clear from the outset that what follows offers select examples only and, within the article proper, abbreviations such as al. (alia) are employed to mark where at least one additional example can be found in the material. 16 This refined use of al., however, does not alleviate all frustrations for the user. Not only is it impossible to tell how many passages lie hidden behind an innocent looking al. (the number may range from one to countless dozens), but the abbreviation can also provide a convenient repository for occurrences of the lemma whose precise meaning cannot be recovered from the extant context and for which a lengthy discussion would use up valuable space in the printed volume.
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The lemma introduces a preliminary paragraph, or Kopf. For all but the smallest modern TLL entries, the Kopf displays various types of information that normally have only indirect bearing on the word's semantic range and so cannot be presented conveniently in the article proper. Included are notes on prosody, as we have seen, as well as on orthography, morphology, textual variants, and even literary history. Etymologies are given immediately after the dictionary form of the lemma. Here the origin of anteeo is obvious (appendix C, line 1, where an editor simply supplied "ab ante . . . et ire"); in less apparent instances, these etymologies are prepared outside the institute specifically for TLL by a professional Indo-Europeanist. The subsections of anteeo 2007 entitled scribitur and legitur provide two particularly clear examples of the increased attention that the modern TLL gives to representing the non-semantic history of the lemma. In the original anteeo, Bannier records from Plautus the orthographic variant antideo and lists six examples (appendix B, p. 147, lines 47-48) . One may here contrast the scribitur portion of the new article-the rubric under which a user of the present-day Thesaurus will find all such matters of ancient orthography. In anteeo 2007, a distinction is made between those passages in which the orthographical variants antidit and anteidibo are attested by the fifth-century Ambrosian palimpsest (codex A) and those that occur as variant readings later in the tradition (appendix C, lines 1-3). Specific reference to codex A makes clear to users where this spelling is attested before the sixth century C.e., the period normally covered by the lexicon. The rubric scribitur also covers orthographic peculiarities not mentioned by Bannier. To illustrate possible variations in the lemma's pronunciation, anteeo 2007 includes an inscription that transmits anteire as two separate words written consecutively, as well as examples of an opposite phenomenon, namely, those instances in which the final syllable of the preverb is omitted, resulting in such forms as antire or antisse (appendix C, lines 3-5). A second addition of the rewrite is the legitur section, which Bannier chose not to include (lines 15-17). The greater amount of material available in 2007, however, allows the new article to stress the word's appearance in our earliest sources-in both poetry and prose-and to contrast the ascendancy of praeire over anteire in later Latin texts (Augustine, for example, uses anteire only ten times, but praeire fifty-six; Gregory the Great shows a similar preference for praeire in the proportion of six to fifty-eight). In 1901, Bannier could not have hazarded such a statement for a number of reasons: the unmethodical excerption of texts later than the second century C.e.; the absence of resources such as the Augustine lexicon project or the Gregory concordance; and, of course, the fact that praeire had not yet been written. 18 The Kopf of anteeo 2007 concludes with a section in square brackets, a section typically introduced with words such as trad(itur) or confund(itur) c(um): "[ falso trad. anteamus pro antea mos ARNOB. nat. 5, 41]" (appendix C, lines 17-18). This final portion of the preliminary paragraph, regularly present in recent fascicles, indicates places in the textual tradition where the lemma is confused with another word (or other words). In this particular instance, the extant textual tradition of Arnobius incorrectly transmits the reading anteamus where context makes clear that Arnobius must have written antea mos. In the Kopf of the rewrite, therefore, the reader encounters several ways in which the article strives to present more comprehensively those aspects of the lemma that lie outside what one would strictly define as the word's "meaning."
Appendix A presents the skeletal framework (Disposition) of the old and new versions of anteeo. A systematic comparison of these frameworks demonstrates that each of the corresponding sections of the two articles contains much the same material (for example, the three main parts of section I subgrouped under proprie in the 1901 article match closely in content sections IIIA1-3 of the rewrite). The descriptions of each section and their internal organization differ greatly, however, and these changes offer additional information to the user. The 2007 framework strives to construct privative oppositions, especially in pairs, so that the user may grasp as easily as possible the article's basic organization. The overarching principle of division is represented by Roman numerals: the fundamental notion of "going forward" underlying all uses of anteeo is divided according to whether the "priority" expressed is predominately qualitative (I), temporal (II), or spatial (III). One can readily appreciate the improved comprehensibility of these distinctions in comparison with the older article's assignment of approximate Latin synonyms. The description in Roman numeral III of anteeo 2007-[praeire, praecedere] praevalente respectu loci ("[to go past] in a primarily spatial sense")-is easier to comprehend quickly than the corresponding description in the older version's Roman numeral I-proprie praeire ("to go past literally").
Both parts of Bannier's formulation here raise problems of interpretation. First, questionable assumptions underlie the use of proprie: why should it be more "literal" to advance spatially than temporally (reserved for his section II, tempore praeire), and what evidence is there that the Romans agreed with this conception? Second, Bannier simply glosses the lemma anteire with the apparent synonym praeire, tacitly assuming that the meaning of praeire is clear to the reader. The frequent practice in the early volumes of simply offering synonyms for a lemma becomes particularly problematic in this instance. The TLL's recent article on praeeo demonstrates that both the earliest and the commonest meaning of this verb has in fact little to do with spatial progression (vol. X 1 595, 41-596, 4). By contrast, note the caution in the formulations for anteeo 2007, parts I-III. Rather than committing to one precise meaning for each attested use of the verb, the rubrics are said to include passages where a particular sense "prevails" (praevalente respectu). Through this periphrasis, the contemporary TLL keeps the reader aware that for any given instance of anteeo in section III, other aspects of movement may be implied beyond the spatial (for direct signposting to the reader of this possibility see, e. g., lines 69 [vergit ad IIA2] and 142 [an ad B? vix ad 2] ). In its skeletal framework, then, the modern TLL succeeds in three important objectives: (1) through the concept of privative oppositions, separate semantic realms are constructed so as to avoid as much as possible any potential overlap between them; (2) the resulting organization provides helpful signposts for readers in their search for particular nuances of the lemma; and (3) the lexicon avoids dogmatic assertions, in accordance with its stated wish not to be considered oracular or definitive.
Another important change in methodology becomes clear from a comparison of the order in which passages are presented within each article's skeletal framework. For each section and subsection of an article in TLL, it has always been institutional practice to order citations chronologically; violation of this order is clearly signaled by the use of parentheses and brackets. This ordering principle did not always apply, however, to the relationship between individual sections. In the early volumes, authors tended to list the material as Bannier had for anteeo (appendix A), where the literal uses (I proprie) precede the figurative (II translate), despite the fact that the earliest attested uses of the figurative meaning in Plautus antedate by several decades the first known literal use in Lucilius. In recent volumes, however, it has become the rule to order chronologically the individual sections as well. Hence, in anteeo 2007, examples of priority in respect to some abstract quality or rank (a usage that is arguably figurative) are listed before those describing precedence in space or time, since the former meaning is the earliest attested. This shift in practice is consistent with a principle already mentioned, namely, that the TLL aims as much as possible to be an historical and descriptive lexicon, leaving it to the user's initiative to decide what possible significance could be attached to the phenomena that each article describes. And yet this desire to appear more objective has its own cost. In the article lepus, leporis ("hare"), adherence to the principle of chronology led its author to devote forty-two lines of text to describing the use of the animal in analogies and figures of speech (e.g., "they flee more swiftly than a hare") before turning to references to the living animal itself. The counterintuitive nature of this listing prompted one reviewer to note: "if one were to interpret precisely the history of the word as offered here, then the Romans must first have learned of the hare only from hearsay before they encountered it in reality."
19 In many cases, nevertheless, retaining the chronological order prompts the careful user to reflect on what significance such apparent deviations from expectations may have for an understanding of Roman culture; consider, for example, the adjective pravus, where the apparently "literal" meaning ("bent, crooked") is attested relatively late and less often in the word's history in comparison with its ubiquitous figurative use in describing moral "crookedness." The literal meaning, accordingly, appears second in the Thesaurus article.
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Perhaps the single most distinctive advance in the Thesaurus's attempt to convey the lexical history of a lemma as objectively as possible is in the careful deployment of parenthetical remarks (Klammerbemerkungen). Such remarks, designed to organize internal sub-groupings and to supply cross-references to other parts of the article (or to other entries in the lexicon), barely occur in Bannier's version, and, where they do, the reader receives no indication of the logic behind groupings (e.g., at 147, 54, or 148, 20) . Anteeo 2007, by contrast, attempts to guide the reader and, in so doing, demonstrates well the types of information that can be conveyed through this helpful shorthand. In the framework developed for the rewrite, grammatical considerations often determine the lowest levels, with citations grouped according to whether anteeo governs a dative, an accusative object, or some other construction (appendix A, IA1 and 2; IIA1a and b; IIIA1, 2, and 3). This organization developed out of the material, of course, but the decision to divide the article accordingly was ultimately made by the author and editors, a subjective choice that users of the lexicon need always bear in mind. In such a process of division, here by grammatical criteria, the lexicon inevitably simplifies, and so risks straitjacketing Latin's vocabulary. In attempting to isolate one specific meaning for each passage in the material, the article has the potential to deny the possibility that in the original context the Latin author exploited a lexeme's ambiguity for poetic or rhetorical effect.
Parenthetical remarks serve as a precaution against such an overly subjective arrangement by suggesting, among other functions, alternative ways in which one could organize the same material. In the case of anteeo, these remarks indicate ways in which to group the passages thematically rather than grammatically. For example, in section IIIA3 (appendix C, lines 165-67), Tacitus's Histories 2.5.1 appears as an instance of anteeo taking an accusative object of the "person or thing following" (quis [quid] sequatur indicatur per acc.). In the subsequent parentheses, two parallel passages are cited where the verb anteeo describes, as in Tacitus, leadership in a military action. Although these three texts share no verbal echoes other than the lemma itself, their common semantic realm has determined their grouping, as is made explicit through the editorial note "likewise about military leaders" (item de ducibus militaribus, where ducibus is printed with expanded character spacing to indicate that in each text some type of military commander, though not necessarily designated explicitly with the word dux, is the subject of the verb). Within this same parenthesis occurs a second typical use of bracketing. Following the citation of Ammianus 16.12.24, square brackets indicate that in the surrounding context the historian had used the verb agebat synonymously with the lemma. References such as this are designed to meet the express desire of the lexicon to allow the texts themselves to illustrate meaning whenever possible. Yet another way of representing synonyms can be found a couple lines later in the new article (lines 169-71), where a parenthetical note indicates that Solinus, in paraphrasing a statement of the elder Pliny, uses the verb anteire to represent the ducere of his source ("sec. Plin. nat. 10, 126, ubi ducere") . Again, in contrast with the 1901 version, the parenthetical remark succinctly indicates ancient perceptions of the semantic range of anteeo.
This final example suggests an inevitable byproduct of increasing sophistication: any attempt to be simultaneously comprehensive and concise must occasionally lead to confusion. It is not uncommon to hear protests from first-time users of the lexicon about the bewildering array of brackets, parentheses, and abbreviations, not to mention the unfamiliar idiom of specialized Latin used for explication by an article's author. In the phrase just mentioned, for example ("sec. Plin. nat. 10, 126, ubi ducere"), a casual user may well puzzle over the abbreviation "sec." or over why "Plin. nat. 10, 126" is printed in italics while "ducere" is not. It perhaps offers small consolation to the casual user that each of these practices follows well-established TLL convention (namely, "sec." = "secundum"; a citation in italics indicates that the lemma does not occur in that passage; Latin words printed in upright type are attested in an ancient text-that is, in this case ducere, not anteire, is the verb Pliny used). Despite this established tradition, however, is it too radical to suggest that TLL consider composing the commentary portions of its text in a modern vernacular, as A second example from the rewrite demonstrates how excessive concision may even mislead. Tacitus uses the verb anteeo three times to describe an individual committing suicide as a way of "anticipating" death at the hands of the emperor. In appendix C, lines 116-18, these testimonia receive the gloss [anteire] morte voluntaria ("to anticipate by suicide"). This grouping is useful, although perhaps only an experienced user will realize that the absence of other parallels in the parentheses indicates by its silence that Tacitus is the only author in the archival material to use the lemma in this particular sense. An instance of sub-bracketing in this passage, furthermore, may confuse the infrequent user by its very concision. Even if equipped with the helpful key given in the Praemonenda (1990, 33) , it requires some thought to unpack the concise remark "6, 29, 4 damnationem [13, 30, 1 veneno] ." To an experienced user, it would be clear that Tacitus had written at Annales 13.30.1 something like veneno damnationem anteire. In adopting such an admirably concise format, therefore, the dictionary may sacrifice immediate clarity.
A second difficulty complicating the relationship between TLL and its readership concerns one of its basic principles. Understandably, the lexicon prefers, whenever possible, to represent Latin usage not from a modern perspective but from that of its native speakers. This is a sound policy in theory, but an example from the rewrite illustrates how strict adherence to this principle risks misleading contemporary users of the dictionary (appendix C, lines 131-32). Rufinus, in translating Eusebius into Latin, has been discussing the different types of information with which he must preface his narrative history. The verb he uses for this act of "prefacing" is anteire. The question immediately arises for the composer of the article of where to place this passage in the skeletal framework. In other words, does precedence in a written text denote priority in time (section II) or in space (section III)? Such a problem is not a new one at the Thesaurus, and the institute has long had a solution. Precedence in a text is temporal. The argument runs as follows: since in the ancient world the spoken word predominated over the written, the act of not only reading but also writing was considered to have primarily a temporal and not local significance. Hence the citation from Rufinus now resides in section IIB: [praeire, praecedere] praevalente respectu temporis ("to precede in a predominately temporal sense"). The modern user of TLL, however, wishing to discover whether the Romans ever used anteeo to describe priority in writing, will quite likely search in section III, where the rubric [praeire, praecedere] praevalente respectu loci ("to precede in a predominantly spatial sense") describes the way most moderns view the relationship between words in a text, particularly in an age when the physical transposition of texts can be done with the click of a mouse. Often in cases like this, but not always, the author of an article will include a cross reference (in this instance in section III), warning the reader of where such ambiguous passages have been placed in the article. Here we have an example for which it is difficult to decide whether antiquarian accuracy balances out the potential for misunderstanding. The position of the institute is, moreover, not unassailable; Bettini provides compelling arguments for believing that Romans perceived of movement in time as primarily spatial.
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A third difficulty the scholar faces in using TLL is more theoretical. The "objective" lexicographer represents always a never-existing ideal. Nevertheless, writing in a specialized, traditional, and seemingly objective Latin code assists in endowing the author of each article with a status that helps render individual subjectivity invisible. 24 While the institute acknowledges single authorship by including names at the end of each entry, and by requesting that scholars include author's names when citing entries from the lexicon, the subjectivity of that author disappears in the columns themselves: see in the rewrite, for example, ex cathedra pronouncements such as vix addas (line 14) or abl. instr., vix dat. intellegas (line 152), each of which implies an alternative explanation for an occurrence of the lemma (or else why mention it at all?) that is "hardly" (vix) worth considering. Kaster has recently offered several excellent examples of how asking different questions about a word, ones perhaps not strictly lexicographical, reveals aspects of the lemma that cannot easily be contained in a dictionary article. 25 The TLL, despite its comprehensiveness, can never offer the last word on a word. At TLL, after more than a century of work with a full-time staff, these issues of fallibility have long been familiar; nevertheless, the apparent smoothness and sheer monumentality of the published work can give a quite different impression to the user.
I would like to conclude with a positive observation concerning Wilhelm Bannier's original article. Despite the undeniable gains in sophistication made over the course of the twentieth century, it is some consolation that all the efforts made to improve how an article speaks to the user does not erase the fact that anteeo 1901 contains nearly all the material in the archives. For someone with the interest and leisure to read 23 Bettini 1991, 115-20. 24 Compare Kraus 2002, 2-6, on the "professional fiction" of the invisible scholarly commentator of Greek and Latin texts. 25 E.g., Kaster 2006, 85-86, on invidia. through the entire article carefully, many of the basic principles found in the 2007 rewrite are available in the original for excavation. From this perspective, however, the original article functions hardly differently from a modern database, and databases abound nowadays. It would be foolish to deny that the recent fascicles of TLL, which interpret and classify this data for the reader, provide far more useful information than their earliest ancestors. The differences in version 2007 represent, therefore, significant improvements: increased accuracy of citation, the resources of digital databases, clearer and more flexible principles of organization, and increased sensitivity to non-semantic characteristics of the lemma. Such factors, however, also result in a much slower pace of production and risk transforming the Thesaurus from a tool accessible to anyone with knowledge of Latin to an instrument with a language and organization accessible only to experienced and trained specialists. We are fortunate that the editors at the institute and the members of the Internationale Thesaurus-Kommission continue to remain sensitive to these issues, balancing the desire for accuracy with the need to finish the lexicon, while at the same time striving to remain true to the principle that, in spite of the decades of labor that have gone into producing the lexicon, the ultimate objective remains-as paradoxical as it may sound-to allow a dead language to speak for itself. resp. l. 97, praepos. in c. abl. l. 52. 56 [vix addas l. 55], struct. verbalis l. 33. 80; abl. mens. occurrit l. 32. 34. al., acc. obi. interni l. 35. 41. 48, cf. adv. longe l. 30. 58. al., facile l. 43. 80 
): A i n d i c a t u r quis (quid) postponatur per:
1 a c c .: a a n i m a n t i u m (sc. fere hominum; animalium l. 40. 41. 48; addas etiam l. 32. 51. exempla 
